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Class Room Teaching Performance Evaluation--- comments

Course : MCA - II (Track I) Direct Semester - IV Year :- 2018 - 2019

● Otherwise everything is perfect

● I want change in faculty regarding Adv. Java

● Change in Adv .Java faculty

● They all are expert in their field (area).

●

Prof. Supriya Sapa Prof. Gauri Patil Prof. Sangita Phunde

Comments /Suggestions: 2020- 21

Dr. U .H. Nagarkar - SPM

Good teaching staff
Very good
Learning is very good . follow the rules.
Sir explains each and everyting in detail with examples, which becomes easier to
understand.
Attends others program like Motivational..
Good
Sir, we understand that your teaching method is good
Good teaching
Teaching is excellent.motivate us
Excellent teaching
Good
Dr.S.B. Bhakkad - Python

Good environment, helpful teachers,excellent teaching
Good teaching knowledge
Very good
Best learning
If any doubt, sir make the logic simple and clear the doubt.
Also explains the topic in simple language with live example.
Good
Sir I really like your teaching method and practical the practicals are very nice
Good
Effective teaching.every concept explain very well.always motivate us



Great experience while studying here
Sir you take lot of efforts to clear our concept.. thanku..
Good
Dr.Ms.A.A.Vaidya - AIT

Please provide the ppt used in online lecture for reference
Best doubt solving
Very good
The very good learning ,nice.
Anjali ma’am explains the logic with live examples and clears the doubt(if any) immediately.
Also make sure everyone is clear with the logic
Good
Mam your teaching method is very good And they guide us to lot
Mam .. you more focus on technical things....
That is imp for our bright future.. thanku
Good
Prof.Ms.G.A.Patil - Open Subject- 4

Good in problem solving
Very good
Very good learning👍
Explains very topic with examples in easy and understanding language.
Good

Mam your teaching method very good and they guide for placement
Always motivate us.effective teaching
Thank you...
Dr.Ms.S.B.Phunde - ADBMS

Best knowledge skills
Very good
The teaching is very good
Explains the theory as well as practical in detail and clear the doubt (if any)
Good
Teaching methods very good and they solved students query very easily
Adbms ....you made this easy to understand... thanku mam..
Dr.Ms.M.R. Godbole - OT

Good teaching
Very good
The teaching is good.
Explains each and every topic and make use everybody is doing the problems given.
Clearly explains the doubt (if any)
Good
Very very Good
Effective teaching.
Dr.M.I. Sayyed - Open Subject- 3

Best teaching and knowledge



Very good
The teaching is very very good.
Explains each and every topic clearly with live examples and clears the doubt (if any)
Good
Sir your teaching method is veryy good
Dr.Ms.M.R. Godbole - Soft Skill-II

Best teaching
Very good
Nice learning
Makes sure everybody is speaking in English, improved the personality of a student, etc.
Corrects them if any mistakes made.
Good
Excellent
Effective teaching.motivate us.
Dr.Ms.S.B .Phunde - Cyber Security - II

Best knowledge and good teaching
Very good
Very good learning and I'm interested
Sangita Ma’am takes presentation and test for practice and improvement also share
important informations a student need for his/her personality development.
Good
Good
Dr.M.P. Potdar - Human Rights

Good teaching
Very good
very good learning
Explains the topic clearly with example and make sure there is no doubt in students mind.
Good
Good teaching



Comments 2022-23

Comments /Suggestions

1. Projector is not good

2. PLEASE water cooler should wash one or two time in month

3. NAGARKAR sir should allow students to enter to class even if they are late

4. NOT HAVING PROPER projector, no proper black board, not at all having proper infra

structure, so messy, uncleaned classes, need proper class ,cleanliness, white board

5. BLACK BOARD

6. CHANGE THE LCD and projector and size of projector

7. THE COLORS ARE NOT RECOGNISED ON THE PROJECTOR while learning Figma and CSS



Class Room Teaching Performance Evaluation Report

Course : MCA –I Semester -I Year :- 2021-2022

Comments (Theory):

1] Projector quality poor need to fixed it.

2] Project quality very poor.

3] Projector quality is very poor, it might need to be improve

4] More laptop charging ports to be needed

5] Good use of all the aids by teacher

6] Projector quality is very poor, it needed be changed.

7] It is good use of each tools.

8] LCD Projector quality should be improve.

9] Projector is not working in regular.

10] Wanted to do personal practical because of less understanding

11] Need speaks English and improve

12] Projector screen is very very blur, unable to anything on the screen

13] Classroom is very small, first bencers facing problems related to neck pain while seeing

the screen.

14] Please provide new projector, unable to see anything on this old blur projector

15] Sometime Godbole mam behaves so strict

16] Pratical material should be provided.

17]There is lot of time goes in College. College time is too long.

18] Sometimes Godbole mam demotivate us.

19] To much time is going in college.

20] Projector see very blure please change or set.

21] Projector quality is not good.

22] Class arrangement not good, the blackboard not seen clear from side bench

23] Projector quality is not good.



24] Class arrangement not good, the blackboard not seen

25] Change classroom projector and whiteboard.

26] Availability is there but adjustment LCd screen is Poor.

27] The quality of projector is not good .The presentation was blurt.

28]Projector screen is very blurt, Unable to anything on the screen. Please provide new

projector.

29] Change projector and white board.

30] Change projector and Screen.

31[Change classroom projector and white board.

32] We have blurt projector please provide the better.






